
To NGT Metro, 
C/o Bircham Dyson Bell Solicitors and Parliamentary Agents  
  

I am writing to object strongly to the proposed NGT Trolleybus transit 
system and all works associated with it. 
  

I have worked in and lived near Headingley and the A660 for a good 
many years.  I am appalled at the damage to well preserved Victorian 
and Edwardian village suburbs that would be incurred if the works were 
to proceed.  Along with this it appears to me that the prioritising of the 
trolleybus would create far worse traffic problems than are at present the 
case, as evidenced by the openly stated policy of ‘traffic stacking’ such 
as intended on Woodhouse Moor.  It is not clear to me how emergency 
vehicles would negotiate such blocks of solid traffic.  Also the inflexibility 
of the cable system would mean that road works would cause serious 
problems for the trolleybuses themselves. 
  

From what I understand of the system about 90% of the expenditure 
would be on road building rather than on the transport itself, which is 
widely considered to be obsolete due to the visible cabling, which would 
also be unsightly.  When in a few years time the trolleybuses will be 
abandoned, as will happen eventually sooner if not later, it will just have 
been an excuse for massive road expansion, at the expense 
environmentally of the local communities and financially of the whole 
city. 
  

Such massive expenditure is extremely inefficient in that only a small 
number of trolleybuses would ply the route, at a net cost of over 
£30million per mile.  Executives at Metro seek to expand into a network 
across Leeds and even West Yorkshire.  The kind of expenditure that 
this would entail would be immense and would be a major long term 
commitment to the technology, even though it is being superseded by 
electric rechargeable buses, and a factory for which is near to Leeds.  
Metro and the Council planners have failed to consider the impact that 
all this would have over the heart of West Yorkshire. 
  

The scheme would also quite clearly be uncompetitive in prioritising a 
Council managed service.  It would not be integrated, with different stops 
for conventional buses and trolleybuses, and thus is massively more 
inefficient.  People are unlikely to choose the trolley when it is apparently 
the case that there would be standing room only for the majority of 
passengers.  Who would get out of their warm cars and park at 
Bodington only to wait a few minutes in the cold before getting on a 



service where most likely they would have to stand and be jolted about 
on the road for a claimed journey time shortening of only 13 minutes or 
so over the length of the northern section?  But time savings further in 
would be less, and along the route if the trolley fills up then it would be of 
no use to those in Headingley, Hyde Park and Woodhouse.  These 
residents are already disadvantaged by the extra walk to new stops, and 
the admitted likelihood of reduced services on the nos. 1 and 6 bus 
routes. 
  

Many claims for the economic benefits seem questionable at best.  The 
supposed 4,000 jobs is considerably more than the 1,600 which the 
much larger Sheffield Supertram generated.  Also there are grave 
concerns about the future of local small businesses which would lose 
passing trade due to the road works and heavy plant transiting and 
whose future would be brought into jeopardy.  Besides this it is inevitable 
that for the two years or so which would be required to complete the 
building works there would be a ceaseless stream of heavy vehicles 
travelling up and down the A660.  This would create much more severe 
traffic problems than are at present experienced, and the noise, dust and 
commotion that would be created would cause immense stress to the 
local population who would be seeing their environment and community 
destroyed before their very eyes. 
  

This is not even to mention the at least 314 mature trees on the northern 
leg of the proposed route.  The clear felling of these magnificent stands 
of trees, many of which date from the Victorian period and have given 
the area its character to a large degree, would be a massive 
environmental degradation.  To suggest that they can be replaced by 4 
meter container grown replacements is quite offensive to those of us 
who appreciate both the environmental and aesthetic value of mature 
trees to our community.  It would take many decades for the new 
plantings to fill in and gain any stature and the present quality of mature 
trees would not be achieved until the twenty second century.  No-one 
alive today would see this. 
  

It is claimed that local air quality polluted by rush hour traffic is one of the 
main drivers behind this scheme.  Yet it is a part of the plan to cause 
traffic stacking which will cause an increase in local emissions.  (Even 
the trolleybus which it is claimed is emission free creates CO2 at the 
power station.) 
  

So a scheme which would create more local pollution also requires the 
removal of an entire forest’s worth of mature trees, which currently are 



making a significant contribution to improving the local air quality.  This 
is entirely illogical and destructive. 
  

I urge you to reject this scheme in its entirety and recommend that 
Leeds considers options which would have less environmental impact 
and be more flexible. 
  

I should like to request that this submission of mine be read at the public 
enquiry by Claire Randall of 61, Queenswood Drive, LS5 3NG who I 
understand has Ref no. TWA/13/APP/04/OBJ/998 also as an objector 
  

Sincerely, 
  
Carol Downing. 
  
  
 


